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Imagine you are a loan officer…

“Need a car”
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“Medical expenses”
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“Becoming debt free”
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“Take a trip”
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“Need school supplies”
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“Fix my roof”
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We study discrimination in the Prosper.com marketplace.

PRIMARY RESEARCH QUESTIONS

– How do lenders respond to information found in the pictures and text of 
online credit listings?

– Is the lender response to this information efficient? 
(Becker (1957) and Arrow (1973))

KEY ADVANTAGES TO USING PROSPER.COM DATA 

– All information about borrowers that is seen by lenders is available to the 
econometrician.

– Loan terms and relevant ex-post performance of borrowers is available.   
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Outline 

– Introduction

– Background of Prosper.com

– Data

– Determinants of access to credit  (disparate treatment?)

– Efficiency of discrimination  (taste-based discrimination?)

– Discussion and conclusion 
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Background of Prosper.com 

– Borrowers create loan listing

– All loans have 3-year terms and are uncollateralized

– Individual lenders bid to fund a portion of a loan (min. $50)

– Loan funds only if total bids fully cover the requested loan size

– Once fully funded, auction process determines final interest rate

– Prosper charges closing costs of 1.5 – 3% of loan amount

– Defaulted loans reported to credit agencies and collection agency 



An example of a Prosper.com loan listing
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Funded over 24,000 loans worth $154 million to date
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Data collection process

DATA

– Our analysis focuses on all loan listings between June 2006 and May 
2007.

– 110,333 distinct loan listings (10,207 funded loans)

– All credit and listing information that was provided to lenders was made 
available by Prosper.com

– Undergraduates systematically coded information from borrower’s 
picture and one-line description without seeing other parameters of the 
listing.  
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Related research on Prosper.com 

FREEDMAN & JIN (2008)

– Study evolution of market

– Analyze Prosper.com’s business model and profits to lenders

RAVINA (2008)

– 1-month of Prosper data

– Primarily focuses on the effect of beauty
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Determinants of Access to Credit
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Approach to identifying discrimination (disparate treatment) 

ESTIMATION

– Probability of receiving loan funding and interest rate conditional on 
funding as functions of listing variables

– Focusing on effect of characteristics such as race, age, and gender

OBSERVATIONAL DATA

– E.g., Boston Fed studies (1996)

– Potential omitted variable bias & model 
specification questions

– Potential to track ex-post performance

AUDIT/FIELD EXPERIMENTS

– E.g., Bertrand & Mullainathan (2004)

– Random assignment

– Typically difficult to track ex-post
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Main OLS specification

– Yi is an indicator for whether the listing got funded. 

– Xi is a matrix of variables coded from pictures and text

– Zi is a matrix of other listing variables (e.g., credit controls)  

iiii ZXY  

ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES

– OLS

– Logit (marginal effects)

– Propensity score 
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Efficiency of Discrimination
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Disentangling motives and understanding the efficiency of 
discrimination 

IMPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENT THEORIES OF DISCRIMINATION 

Assuming lenders interested in expected net returns…

– Accurate statistical discrimination  Identical net returns

– Taste-based discrimination  Different net returns

– Inaccurate beliefs
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Interpreting the results 

HIGHER DEFAULT RATE AMONG BLACKS

– Skin color is clearly not a causal factor of default

– Must be factors that lenders cannot perfectly observe that predict 
default and are correlated with race (e.g., education, neighborhood 
effects, support networks, and labor-market discrimination)

LOWER NET RETURNS AMONG BLACKS

Maintaining the assumption of accurate beliefs…

– Statistical discrimination against blacks 
&

– Taste-based discrimination against whites
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Interpreting the results cont.  

AN ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION

– Lenders understand that due to certain unobservables blacks are more 
likely to default than whites.

– Lenders under appreciate the impact that unobservables have on the 
likelihood of default or the correlation between race and unobservables.

LONG RUN EQUILIBRIUM IN MARKET

– Difference in net returns may disappear in the long run.

– Disappearance in the long run could be interpreted as evidence of 
inaccurate beliefs.
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Conclusions  

KEY RESULTS

– Evidence of racial discrimination in a new credit market.

– Differences in net returns across races suggests taste-based 
discrimination in favor of blacks or innaccurate beliefs. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR DISCRIMINATION LITERATURE

– Results highlight potential importance of inaccurate beliefs when 
examining theories of discrimination.

– Simple evidence of disparate treatment may be misleading when 
thinking about the sources of discrimination.
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Thank You!!


